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Abstract—In this second part of two papers, the framework
presented in part I is extended with optimized routines that
enable one to evaluate interactions between several Devices
Under Test (DUTs) through free-space inside a circuit simulator
environment, aimed at efficient system-level EMC analysis. Using
a generalized scattering matrix formulation and an extensive
understanding of the underlying theory of Spherical Wave
Expansions (SWEs), it is shown that the presented routines
only add negligible computational cost to traditional scattering
parameter simulations. The latter is obtained on the one hand by
optimally truncating SWE based macro-models as described in
part I and on the other hand by observing that both near- and far-
field interactions are only determined by a subset of parameters
in the models. Therefore, this paper derives guidelines on the
number of parameters needed to assure accurate simulations and
validates them using two applications: (i) computing the radiated
coupling between two DUTs and (ii) extending the first example
in order to simulate efficiently a cylindrical scan of a DUT by
an arbitrary measurement antenna.

Index Terms—System-Level EMC Analysis, DUT-DUT interac-
tions, Generalized Scattering Matrix, Spherical Wave Expansion,
Truncation Criteria

I. INTRODUCTION

Due to the high demands of today’s electronic products,
both in processing capabilities as in product size, the electronic
design engineer is often confronted with Electromagnetic
(EM) related problems that cannot be understood anymore by
simple design rules, experience, or simplified models (such as
RLC models for parasitics). As a consequence, industry raised
its interest in full-wave EM tools such as Finite Difference
Time Domain (FDTD), Finite Element Method (FEM) or
Method-of-Moment (MoM) solvers. These tools generally
allow one to visualize the flow of currents and near-field
radiation, and subsequently to evaluate the performance of
taken measures. Despite the interesting capabilities of these
tools, they often suffer from a high computational cost and
a high risk for numerical instability. Causes for the latter can
comprise among others non-uniform or largely varying meshes
due to small features; presence of frequency dispersive mate-
rials; or excitation of inherent resonances. As a result, each
problem is optimally analyzed using a carefully selected full-
wave technique. Subsequently, either expensive workstations
are needed to reduce simulation times, or the problem size has
to be reduced by subdividing the problem in smaller parts and
recombining them afterwards. Still, sufficient understanding

Fig. 1. GS-Matrix representation of radiated coupling between two DUTs.
RP refers to a radiation port.

of EM-theory is demanded in order to assess the physical
correctness of the obtained results. Because of these restraints
and the increasing use of EM simulation tools in industry,
a lot of research is conducted towards fast and easy-to-use
equivalent-model based simulation techniques that allow one
to subdivide a large and complex problem into separately
modeled sub-problems. Examples are among others equivalent
dipole based engines [1]–[3]; source-reconstruction techniques
based on equivalent current distributions [4] or combined
circuit/full-wave simulation engines [5], [6]. Although these
techniques are very promising, most of the existing ‘system-
level’ or ‘hybrid’ simulation techniques neglect or only model
a few full-wave interactions between their sub-problems, or
use sub-problems which do not necessarily have a physical
meaning.

Our goal is to develop a hybrid simulation technique which
tackles the above restraints by using Spherical Wave based
macro-models. The latter have been proven very useful for
characterizing all possible interactions with a Device Under
Test (DUT) - either through electrical interconnections or
through radiation - using its Generalized Scattering Matrix
(GS-Matrix) [7]. As such, it becomes straightforward to apply
these models in existing circuit solvers (e.g. [8]) but still retain
the accuracy of full-wave techniques - both with regard to field
reconstruction as Scattering parameter (S-parameter) computa-
tions - as mentioned earlier. Parasitic effects or emission due to
unintentional antenna effects are comprised in a DUT’s model
by extending its traditional S-parameter matrix (S-Matrix) with
an additional number of ‘radiation’ ports (see Figure 1) and
can thus be handled by any existing circuit simulation engine
that supports S-parameter simulations. Using this approach,
3-D full-wave methods can now be integrated into 1-D sim-
ulation environments. But more importantly, the entire full-
wave analysis is hidden for the user, who can simply ‘plug-
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and-play’ with models available from a common library, and
as such the analysis for users who only have limited or basic
expertise in EM theory is significantly simplified. Even though
Spherical Wave Expansions (SWEs) are commonly used to
optimize and speed-up Method-of-Moment simulations [9],
[10] and to analyze antenna systems [11], [12], the application
of SWEs in Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) analysis is
more complex. After all, interactions can take place both in the
near-field and far-field region of a DUT and, more importantly,
the considered DUTs generally act as unintentional antennas
and thus little a priori information on the DUT’s EM behavior
is available. The latter observation implies that the widespread
SWE truncation N = kR0 + n1 [9], [11], [13] will most
commonly not suffice to characterize a DUT, as detailed
in part I [7], and will therefore significantly increase the
computational cost and complexity compared to existing SWE
applications.

In this second part of two papers, a general framework is
described providing a set of algorithms that handle SWE-based
macro-models, as defined in Part I [7], and the interactions
between them - both in their near- and far-field regions
- without any assumptions or simplifications. Considerable
effort is put in optimizing all operations such that ease-of-
use and computational speed of existing circuit solvers is
not compromised by the additional computations. A series
of consecutive improvements allows the presented algorithms
to reduce the computation time significantly for arbitrary
interactions. Based on the presented framework, several post-
processing algorithms can be performed such as visualization
of near- and far-fields radiated by one or multiple DUTs, digi-
tal channel simulations based on GS-Matrices, or a cylindrical
scan of a DUT e.g. used in EMC tests.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, the theory and practical implementation of translat-
ing, rotating and interacting with spherical waves is explained.
Optimized algorithms are presented in detail for the first time
- to the authors’ knowledge. Secondly, in Section III, two
applications are described, mainly focusing on EMC-related
problems: (i) a general S-parameter derivation including ra-
diated coupling based on the GS-Matrices of multiple DUTs
and (ii) a simulation set-up in which an antenna measures
the near-fields radiated by a DUT on a cylindrical surface
enclosing that DUT. All examples are meant to show clearly
the computational efficiency of the presented work in com-
parison to commercial full-wave solvers, while retaining their
accuracy. Based on these examples, guidelines are derived on
the number of modes to be taken into account in computing
near-field interactions. The latter are linked to the guidelines
derived in part I [7] on the number of modes to be taken into
account with regard to near- and far-field reconstruction. In
what follows, matrices are denoted by bold symbols.

II. MODEL INTERACTIONS

In [7] it is shown that spherical wave based macro-models
can be introduced into existing EM circuit-solvers based on a

Fig. 2. Coordinate system transformation to align the Z-axis of a local
coordinate system with the direction of the interaction vector ~A.

generalized S-parameter formulation:

Sdut =

(
Sel [U × U ] Sinc [U × V ]

Srad [V × U ] Sscat [V × V ]

)
(1)

This Generalized Scattering Matrix (GS-Matrix) consists
of an electrical S-matrix Sel, a radiation S-matrix Srad, an
incidence S-matrix Sinc and a scattering S-matrix Sscat, which
in addition to the traditional S-parameter formulation Sel also
relates waves at a DUT’s circuit ports to radiated and re-
ceived (spherical) waves. By employing such GS-Matrix based
macro-models in EM circuit solvers allows one to compute
arbitrary - thus including radiated - interactions between them
in optimal time. In this paper, the main focus lies on near-field
and far-field coupling paths through free-space, however any
available S-parameter model can be added to a simulation.
Note however that when traditional S-parameter models are
included in a simulation that comprises GS-Matrix models,
EM coupling through radiation will only be taken into account
between the GS-Matrix models. Using this approach, the
accuracy of full-wave solvers and the speed of circuit solvers
are combined in a new technique allowing the user to analyze
complex EMC problems in a more straightforward manner
than when he would have to rely on a full-wave solver.

Each interaction between a set of models takes place in
a 3-D free-space environment and is thus defined by the
interaction vector ~A, which determines the interaction distance
and direction. Due to the derivation of the models [7], the
minimum distance equals the sum of the models’ radii between
which the interaction is to be computed. In order to reduce
both the complexity and time of the interaction computations,
the interaction defined by ~A between two models is split up
into two mathematical operations (see Figure 2):
• A rotation of both GS-matrices in the reference coordi-

nate system in order to align their local Z-axes to the
interaction vector ~A, defined by the direction (θ0, φ0);

• A translation of the GS-matrices along their local Z-axes
in forward and backward direction.

Translating an SWE along its local Z-axis considerably sim-
plifies the formulation of the translation coefficients, while the
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extra rotations demand negligible computation time.

A. Rotating the GS-Matrix

Each rotation in 3-dimensional Euclidean space can be
described by three parameters (Euler angles). Rotating a local
coordinate system relative to a fixed reference coordinate
system is done using three subsequent rotations:
• α: Rotation about the Z-axis of the fixed reference

coordinate system
• β: Rotation about the new X’-axis of the rotated local

coordinate system
• γ: Rotation about the new Z”-axis of the rotated local

coordinate system
The first and the last step correspond to a rotation in φ, while
the second step corresponds to a rotation in θ, preceded by
a rotation of −90◦ in φ. These rotations all take place in
the SWE’s current coordinate system. As defined in [7], each
spherical wave is characterized by the indices s, n and m,
denoting respectively the spherical wave type - Transverse
Electric (TE) or Transverse Magnetic (TM) -, the order, and
the degree of the spherical wave.

1) Rotation in φ (about the Z-axis): A rotation about the
Z-axis over an angle φ0 corresponds to a phase shift in φ0.
Therefore, each Srad,i or Sinc,i-parameter - which respectively
relates a radiated or incident spherical wave to an incident or
outgoing wave at a model’s circuit port [7] - in the GS-Matrix
is to be multiplied by a factor eimφ0 , m being the degree of
that specific Srad,i or Sinc,i-parameter.

2) Rotation in θ (about the Y-axis): A rotation of the
GS-matrix about the Y-axis is obtained using the relation
describing a rotation in θ of spherical wave functions [11]:

~F (c)
smn (r, θ, φ) =

n∑
µ=−n

dnµm (θ0) ~F (c)
sµn (r′, θ′, φ′) (2)

In order to speed-up the computation of the rotation coef-
ficients dnµm (θ0), they are derived from their Fast Fourier
Transformation (FFT):

dnµm (θ0) = iµ−m
n∑

m′=−n
∆n
m′µ∆n

m′me
−im′θ0 (3)

In Equation (3), the deltas ∆n
µm equal the rotation coefficients

for θ0 = 90◦ and are thus independent of the interaction vector
~A. As such, these deltas only need to be computed once using
a three-term recurrence relation, e.g. found in [11].

For further speed-up of the rotation and to minimize disk
storage, the rotation matrix Dµm (θ0) computed from all
coefficients dnµm (θ0) is split up into N smaller matrices
Dn
µm (θ0). After all, no interactions between spherical waves

of different order n occur in Equation (2).

B. Translating the GS-Matrix

As mentioned earlier, each arbitrary interaction vector ~A in
3-dimensional Euclidean space is split up into a rotation on
one hand and a translation along the Z-axis on the other hand.
Because the latter significantly simplifies the computation of
the translation coefficients, only this specific case is discussed.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. Truncating the translation of a GS-Matrix (a) and changing the way
of computing the interaction between two models (b). In the bottom figure,
C21 represents the translation matrix along the Z-axis from the center of
DUT1’s coordinate system towards the center of DUT2’s coordinate system,
and (C21)

T represents the transposed translation matrix.

According to [11], a spherical wave in one coordinate system
(r, θ, φ) can be represented by a sum of spherical waves in a
new coordinate system (r′, θ′, φ′) translated over a distance A
along its Z-axis:

~F (c)
sµn (r, θ, φ) =

2∑
s=1

∞∑
ν=|µ|,ν 6=0

Csn(c)σµν (kA) ~F (1)
σµν (r′, θ′, φ′)

(4)
Equation (4) is valid when r′ is smaller than A. The translation
coefficients can be computed efficiently by writing them in
function of a set translation vectors as defined below:

C
′µn
µν,1 =

1

2
i(n−ν)

√
2

n (n+ 1) ν (ν + 1)
i(−p) (5a)

{n (n+ 1) + ν (nu+ 1)− p (p+ 1)} a (µ, n,−µ, ν, p)

C
′µn
µν,2 =

1

2
i(n−ν)

√
2

n (n+ 1) ν (ν + 1)
i(−p) (5b)

{2iµ} a (µ, n,−µ, ν, p)
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After all, the translation vectors defined in Equation (5) do not
depend on translation distance or on frequency, and thus only
need to be computed once after which they can be stored and
reloaded whenever another translation matrix is demanded.
Subsequently, computing a translation coefficient comes down
to a matrix product of a translation vector and a column matrix
containing a set of Bessel/Hankel functions, where the notation
defined in [7] is used for the latter:

C
1n(c)
1µν (kA) =

|n+ν|∑
p=|n−ν|,2

C
′µn
µν,1(p) · z(c)p (kA) (6a)

C
2n(c)
1µν (kA) =

|n+ν|∑
p=|n−ν|,2

C
′µn
µν,2(p) · z(c)p (kA) · (kA) (6b)

Notice that Equations (5a) and (5b) are written in function
of ‘normalized’ Gaunt coefficients a (m,n, µ, ν, p), defined in
Appendix A. Using this formulation, the translation vectors
can be directly computed from a subset of Gaunt coefficients
with m = −µ. This subset of Gaunt coefficients can be derived
analytically, speeding up the computation of the translation
vectors compared to the formulation based on Wigner3-j sym-
bols in [14]. For a maximum bandwidth max(n) = max(ν) of
10, 50 and 100, their computation time adds up to 0.06 s, 2.8
s and 22.3 s, respectively on a 2.1 GHz dual core processor.

Equation (4) shows that each translated spherical wave
function only contains contributions from spherical wave func-
tions with identical degree µ. Therefore, the translation matrix
will be sparse. This property is used to optimize the actual
translation of the GS-Matrix:
• Array storage scheme: one index uniquely determines

the position of a translation coefficient in an array only
comprising the non-zero elements of the full (but sparse)
translation matrix. A look-up table links the indices of a
coefficient in the sparse matrix to the single index in the
dense array;

• Array operations: using this index, several operations can
be done directly on the array storage scheme of the sparse
matrix without the need for slow sorting algorithms: crop-
ping the matrix, applying symmetry relations, extracting
a set of coefficients that contribute to the translation of
one spherical wave, ... ;

• Truncating translation: initially, the translation
matrix is truncated in both directions at(
n1 = kRDUT1

0 , n2 = kRDUT2
0

)
(see Figure 3a).

This operation is repeated for higher (n1, n2) using
a pre-defined step and the interaction is computed as
described in Section II-C;

• Computing convergence: based on the previous step, after
each truncation iteration the convergence of the result
is computed. If sufficient convergence is reached, the
translation is interrupted and the final result is stored;

• Re-use truncation: at each step, the fastest convergence
direction is monitored and used to determine the most ef-
ficient method to translate the SWE (see next paragraph).

As touched upon above, the efficiency of the approach
above will depend on the speed of convergence in both direc-
tions of the translation matrix. Since a matrix-array product

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 4. The log-periodic antenna (a), the PCB (b) and the inverted-F antenna
(c) in their respective coordinate systems, modeled using Keysight Empro
[15].

corresponds to a summation of element-wise array products,
the computation will be slightly faster when the slowest
convergence happens in column-direction (element-wise array
products) while the fastest convergence occurs in row-direction
(iteration). To capture this effect, note that the interaction
along the Z-axis between two models can be computed in
two ways (see Figure 3b): (i) translate the GS-parameters
of DUT1 in forward direction towards the center of DUT2
and compute their interaction using the approach in Section
II-C; or (ii) translate the GS-parameters of DUT2 ‘back’ to
the center of DUT1 and compute their interaction. Monitoring
the convergence over a series of frequencies and switching
between the two methods described above thus allows one to
compute the translation step in optimal time.

C. Evaluation of the model interaction

Once a spherical wave is translated, a new set of spherical
waves is obtained which act as incoming spherical waves (see
Equation (4)), referenced to the point in 3-D space defined by
the interaction vector ~A. Owing to the GS-Matrix formulation,
the signal received at port i of DUT1 due to the radiation of
DUT2 equals:

bDUT1
i = SDUT1

inc,i aDUT2
inc + SDUT1

el,ii aDUT1
i (7)

As derived from Equation (7), the signal bDUT1
i received at

port i of DUT1 consists of the contribution due to the reflection
at port i - represented by the Sel,ii-parameter, where el stands
for ‘electric’ - of incoming waves aDUT1

i at this port and
the fields incident on DUT1 (in the absence of other ideal
interconnects). The incoming fields are represented by a set
of incident spherical waves aDUT2

inc , which result from the
translation of a collection of spherical waves radiated by DUT2
as detailed in Section II-B. Each of the incident waves is then
converted into a received outgoing wave at port i using the GS-
parameters SDUT1

inc,i which link all incident spherical waves at
DUT1’s radiation ports to an outgoing wave bDUT1

i at DUT1’s
circuit port i.

III. APPLICATIONS IN A CIRCUIT SIMULATION ENGINE

In this section, the proposed algorithms and the SWE-based
macro-models derived in Part I [7] are validated against the
commercial full-wave simulation software Keysight Empro
[15] using two applications which are commonly needed in
EMC analysis. First, simulating the radiated coupling between
multiple DUTs based on the GS-Matrix approach as described
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in section II is discussed. All DUTs are only characterized
by their GS-Matrix and no additional geometrical information
is included in the model. All DUTs being used are loaded
from a library as discussed in [7]. Figure 4 shows a log-
periodic antenna (type: ETS Lindgren EMCO 3146) which
is commonly used for EMC test measurements between 200
MHz and 1.1 GHz; a PCB comprising a trace routed over a
gap (see [7] for all geometrical details), acting as an unwanted
antenna; and an on-board inverted-F antenna [16] e.g. used
in cellphones. The models have minimum-spheres with radii
of respectively 55 cm, 10 cm and 3.5 cm. In all simulation
examples, the interaction vector ~A obeys the minimum dis-
tance allowed by the presented approach, meaning that the
minimum-spheres of the models are touching each other. In
the following simulations, 37 frequency points have been taken
between 200 MHz and 2 GHz in order to test the routines.

The second example combines the approach in section
III-A with a FFT in order to simulate a full cylindrical scan
of a DUT, as required in certain real EMC measurements.
Integrating this example into a circuit-solver environment
clearly shows the large advantages of the proposed method.
After all, a large amount of (full-wave) simulations can now be
processed with little computational effort on a simple machine
and, if integrated into an existing commercial circuit-solver,
the user disposes of a user-friendly and well-known simulation
environment.

Although the entire implementation is written in Matlab
[17], the routines can be implemented in any favorable circuit-
solver that can handle S-parameter simulations. Integrating the
approach into existing circuit-solvers can be done in two ways:
• S-parameter import: S-parameters describing the radiat-

ed coupling are computed exterior to the circuit-solver
and imported afterwards into the circuit-solver for post-
processing;

• Extended circuit-solver: allow the user to set-up 3-D
simulation problems directly in the circuit simulation en-
vironment using existing models available from a library.
Evaluate the radiated coupling during runtime of system-
level simulations.

Remark that, due to the large number of spherical waves
which describe the radiation of a DUT, it is not recommended
to let a user physically connect all a model’s radiation ports
to the radiation ports of other models since this process is
redundant for the user. Due to the efficiency and speed of
the presented routines, any change in the set-up by the user
can easily and in optimal time be processed by these routines
without any discomfort for the user.

A. Radiated Coupling between DUTs

Prior to simulating the radiated coupling between any of
the available models in the library, several parameters are to
be initialized. First of all, the Associated Legendre Functions
(ALFs) and Gaunt coefficients are computed and loaded,
respectively. Afterwards, if available, the translation vectors
are loaded from a database, otherwise they can be derived in
optimal time using the loaded Gaunt coefficients. Then, the
GS-Matrices of the DUTs for the entire set of frequencies
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Fig. 5. The S21-parameter representing the radiated coupling between the
log-periodic antenna feed port and the PCB feed port for 3 simulation set-ups
(Sim1, Sim2 and Sim3) computed using SWE-based models of these DUTs
(derived from near-field data), and their comparisons with full-wave (FW)
FDTD simulations. On top (a), the magnitude of the S21-parameter is shown,
while on the bottom (b) the corresponding phase is shown.

are loaded and prior to starting the simulation, the rotation
coefficients needed to transform the GS-Matrices in order to
align their Z-axis with the interaction vector ~A are computed
according to Section II-A. Remark that these coefficients are
independent of frequency. As a last step before initiating the
actual simulation, the translation matrices for all frequencies
are derived and stored in memory. Note that using matrix
operations, it is possible to compute in one run all translation
coefficients for the entire set of frequencies. Depending on the
maximum orders of the models, these initialization steps (for
37 frequency steps) take between 4 s and 50 s of computation
time for a maximum order N equal to 40 and 100 respectively,
on a 2.1 GHz dual core processor. The necessary memory
storage for all pre-computed coefficients is dominated by the
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Fig. 6. Mean computation time per frequency point of the coupling (S21-
and S12-parameters) between two models in function of their maximum SWE
order N1 and N2 (Example 1: Sim1) using truncated and full translation (in
seconds).

translation coefficients, as they are frequency dependent. For a
maximum order N equal to 100 and 37 frequency steps, about
492.5 Mb (or ∼ 13.3 Mb per frequency point) of memory is
needed to store all translation coefficients in both directions.
Reducing N to 40, only 32.9 Mb (or ∼ 0.89 Mb per frequency
point) is needed to store them all. Remark that storing a
full translation matrix for one frequency of order N = 100,
would require 3.1 Gb of memory if not compressed. During
the frequency sweep, the loaded GS-Matrices are rotated
using the pre-computed rotation matrices and subsequently the
translation is executed according to the approach described in
Section II-B. Depending on the truncation of the models, the
effective time to translate a GS-Matrix goes from 80 ms to
about 0.3 s for N = 40 and N = 100, respectively. However,
the following paragraphs will describe techniques that reduce
the above mentioned computation times even more without
compromising the accuracy of the results. As a first test-
case and benchmark for the proposed algorithms, the radiated
coupling between the log-periodic antenna and the PCB is
computed for 3 different set-ups, where the interaction vector
~A is defined as (dx · x̂+ dy · ŷ + dz · ẑ):
• Sim1: dx = 65 cm / dy = 0 cm / dz = 0 cm (Near-field

interaction, touching minimum-spheres)
• Sim2: dx = 50 cm / dy = 5 cm / dz = 42 cm (Near-field

interaction, nearly touching minimum spheres)
• Sim3: dx = -50 cm / dy = 5 cm / dz = -42 cm (Near-field

interaction, nearly touching minimum spheres)
Figure 5 shows the computed magnitude and phase of the

S21-parameter (see Figure 1) between the log-periodic anten-
na (DUT1) feed port and the PCB (DUT2) feed port, where
these DUTs are separated over a distance in free-space defined
by the interaction vector

−→
A , using the proposed algorithm and

the FDTD solver available in Keysight Empro [15]. The latter
full-wave solver is used for validating the proposed techniques
and the used SWE-based macro-models. Remark that the
proposed algorithm’s computation time only slightly depends
on the expansion’s order of the models in the simulation, as

shown in Figure 6. Here, truncation refers to breaking the
iteration in translating a SWE, as described in Section II-B,
implying that the height of the red bars thus depends on
the models used in this example. In addition to the actual
computation of the coupling (translation + rotation), the data
in Figure 6 also include the time to compute the rotation and
translation matrices. As this is a one-time pre-processing step,
the bar chart will scale slightly lower when more frequency
points are taken into account. Mind that the model bandwidth
does not exhibit a clear link to the quality factor of the DUT,
but depends on the reactive energy spectrum [7]. This means
that a DUT with a high Q-factor does not necessarily have a
broad spectrum. As the efficiency of currently existing full-
wave solvers often heavily depends on present resonances
and fine details in the structure, the proposed algorithm will
generally show a significant improvement in computation time
compared to them, as also summarized in table I. Note that the
computation times for the proposed algorithm refer to running
on a 2.1 GHz dual core processor (max. 2 threads, only 1
used), while the full-wave simulations run on a 2.4 GHz quad-
core (max. 8 threads) processor accompanied by 4 TESLA
C2075 GPU cards. For easy comparison, the full-wave FDTD
simulations are executed using respectively 1 thread, 8 threads
and GPU-acceleration, and the FEM simulations are executed
using 8 threads.

Secondly, the radiated coupling (S21-parameter) between an
inverted-F antenna and the PCB is computed for two different
cases:

• Sim1: dx = 13.5 cm / dy = 0 cm / dz = 0 cm (Near-field
interaction, touching minimum-spheres)

• Sim2: dx = -10 cm / dy = -10 cm / dz = 0 cm (Near-field
interaction, nearly touching minimum spheres)

Figure 7 shows the computed magnitude and phase of the
S21-parameter (see Figure 1) between the Inverted-F antenna
(DUT1) feed port and the PCB (DUT2) feed port, where these
DUTs are separated over a distance in free-space defined by
the interaction vector

−→
A , using the proposed algorithm and

the FDTD solver available in Keysight Empro [15]. Contrary
to the log-periodic antenna, the inverted-F antenna is much
smaller (R0 = 3.5 cm) and the bandwidth of the models
approaches N = 100 (see [7]). A good correspondence
between the results using the proposed algorithm and an FDTD
simulation is obtained, as seen in Figure 7. Despite the high
bandwidth of the inverted-F antenna models, the computation
time is reduced significantly by truncating the translation when
sufficient convergence is reached, as shown in Figure 6.

In [7], it was shown that in contrast to near-field models,
models can also be derived from far-field data, leading to
a truncation which is proportional to kR0 + n1, where n1
is a constant between 5 and 10. In case of the inverted-F
to PCB example, the computation time per frequency point
lies around 1.4 s (maxN1 = 90 and maxN2 = 39) per
frequency point when NF-models are applied, but when using
FF-models, Figure 6 shows that the computation time can be
reduced to less than 0.3 s per frequency point (maxN1 = 8
and maxN2 = 11). In Figure 7, a green marker means
that sufficient convergence was reached during computation.
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Fig. 7. The S21-parameter representing the radiated coupling between the Inverted-F antenna feed port and the PCB feed port for 2 simulation set-ups (Sim1
and Sim2) computed using SWE-based models of these DUTs - derived both from near-field data (a)-(b) and far-field data (c)-(d) -, and their comparisons
with full-wave (FW) FDTD simulations. The magnitude of the S21-parameter is shown in (a) en (c), while the corresponding phase is shown (b) and (d).

TABLE I
COMPUTATION TIME NEAR-FIELD COUPLING PER FREQUENCY POINT (IN

SECONDS, 37 FREQUENCY POINTS)

Logper - PCB Inverted F - PCB

SWE NF 24.1 51.8
SWE NF PRE-TRUNC 17.0 18.0

SWE FF 13.0 9.6

FDTD 4 GPU’s 185.0 104.0
FDTD CPU 8 threads 3249.0 1294.0
FDTD CPU 1 thread 8299.0 3410.0

FEM CPU 8 threads 10772.0 1005.0

Remark that all frequency points have thus reached sufficient
convergence when applying FF-models in this example. This
observation allows one to optimize computations involving
NF-models by only taking into account a subset of modes
extracted from the complete model. In the simulated examples,
taking Ntrunc = dkR0e + d1/6 (NNF − kR0)e, where NNF
is the bandwidth of the complete model, is found to be an
optimal number for truncating the NF-models prior to starting
a new simulation. Note from Table I that this extension allows
one to further reduce the computation time approaching the
minimum computation time which equals applying FF-models.
Of course, the gain in computation time highly depends on
the reactive energy spectrum of the models and thus on the
models’ bandwidths, which can also be observed from Table
I.

B. Cylindrical Scan of a DUT

Figure 8a shows the set-up of a cylindrical scan, involving
Nφ ×NZ interactions between the DUT and the antenna. Nφ
represents the number of samples in the XY-plane and NZ
the number of samples in Z-direction, at which the antenna
measures the DUT’s radiation pattern. Assuming that the DUT
is positioned in the XY-plane and both the DUT and antenna
are modeled by their GS-Matrices SDUT and SAntenna, the
radiated coupling between port i of the antenna and port j of
the DUT can be written, according to Equation 7, as:

(a) (b)

Fig. 8. (a) Set-up of a cylindrical scan; and (b) RSG3000 comb generator in
its local coordinate system, modeled using Keysight Empro [15].

bi = aDUTj

∑
σµν


 ν∑
µ′′=−ν

dνµµ′′ (θ0) eiµ
′′π/2

ν∑
µ′=−ν

dνµ′′µ′ (χ0)

e−iµ
′π/2SAntennainc,i,{σµ′ν}

 ·
 2∑
s=1

N∑
n=1

n∑
m=−n

SDUTrad,j,{smn}e
imφ0

dnµm (θ0)Csn(3)σµν (kA)
]}

(8)

In Equation 8, θ0 defines the angle between the Z-axis and
the direction of the vector between the origin of the antenna
and the DUT. Rotating the DUT over the angle φ0 is equivalent
to rotating the antenna about the center of the DUT. Two
polarizations are measured at each (θ0, φ0), as defined by
the angle χ0. Using the approach described in Section III-A
requires Nθ0 × Nφ0 × Nχ0 iterations, where generally two
polarization angles χ0 = 0◦ and χ0 = 90◦ are selected. In

TABLE II
COMPUTATION TIME CYLINDRICAL SCAN (IN SECONDS, 37 FREQUENCY

POINTS)

Logper - PCB Logper - RSG3000

SWE NF 106.4 155.0
SWE NF PRE-TRUNC 50.1 53.0

SWE FF - 48.1

FDTD 4 GPU’s > 2 weeks > 2 weeks
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 9. Cylindrical scan of the PCB by the log-periodic antenna: (a) proposed
SWE-based technique: 600 MHz - horizontal polarization; (b) FDTD: 600
MHz - horizontal polarization; (c) proposed SWE-based technique: 1800 MHz
- vertical polarization; (d) FDTD: 1800 MHz - vertical polarization.

order to reduce the number of iterations needed for a full
cylindrical scan, Equation (8) is slightly rearranged:

bi = aDUTj

N∑
m=−N

eimφ0

 2∑
s=1

N∑
n=1

SDUTrad,j,{smn}

N∑
µ=−N

dnµm (θ0)

·


2∑

σ=1

N∑
ν=max (|µ|,|µ′|,|µ′|′,1)

Csn(3)σµν (kA)

 ν∑
µ′′=−ν

dνµµ′′ (θ0)

eiµ
′′π/2

ν∑
µ′=−ν

dνµ′′µ′ (χ0) e−iµ
′π/2SAntennainc,i,{σµ′ν}


 (9)

One observes that an FFT in φ0 allows one to compute all
interactions in one Z-plane from the interaction for φ0 = 0◦

only. Choosing the Z-planes so that a uniform distribution in
θ0 is obtained allows one to also compute the corresponding
rotation matrices for all angles by one FFT of the rotation
matrix for θ0 = 90◦ (see Section II-A). In the set-up as shown
in Figure 8a, the polarization of the antenna corresponds to a
rotation about the X-axis. As such, three subsequent rotations
are needed in order to model both the horizontal and vertical
polarization of the antenna, as is also apparent from Equations
(8) and (9).

To efficiently compute both antenna orientations, the circuit
port is replaced by two ‘virtual’ ports, one for the horizontally
placed antenna and one for the vertically placed antenna.
Further, note that both rotation and translation operations
discussed in Section II can easily be extended to operating
on two or even more sets of GS-parameters at the same time.
Subsequently, the number of iterations for a full cylindrical
scan is reduced to Nθ0 per frequency point. Additionally, only
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Fig. 10. Cylindrical scan of RSG3000 by a log-periodic antenna: (a) @1
GHz, Z = 0 cm plane; and (b) 200 MHz → 2 GHz @ Z = 0 cm and
φ = 0◦.

half of the translation matrices has to be computed and stored
due to symmetry in the cylindrical scan set-up.

In a first example, the PCB shown in Figure 4 is scanned
by the log-periodic antenna, shown in the same figure, over
a cylinder with a height of 130 cm and a radius of 65 cm.
Respectively 101 and 11 samples are gathered in φ and θ
and the frequency is swept between 200 MHz and 2 GHz.
A few results are shown in Figure 9, clearly showing a good
correspondence to the full-wave results. Table II shows the
computation times both by the proposed approach and a full-
wave FDTD solver. In the latter case, only GPU-acceleration
is tested, as table I has already showed that this method mini-
mizes the computation time of a single S-parameter simulation.
Remark that a considerable reduction in computation time is
obtained compared to a full-wave simulation, although the
same level of accuracy is reached in the results. Moreover,
memory consumption of all translation matrices is limited to
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about 220.5 Mb or 1 Mb per pair of distance and frequency for
this set-up, being the largest memory consumer in the proposed
algorithm. However, when according to Section III-A, the
models are truncated prior to starting the cylindrical scan,
memory consumption is reduced to about 13.6 Mb or 63 kb
per pair of frequency and distance.

As a second example, a cylindrical scan is used to validate
an RSG3000 comb generator [18] with connected monopole
antenna as a source for custom EMC test measurements.
Models of the RSG3000 are generated using the approach
described in [7] for 37 linearly spaced frequencies between
200 MHz and 2 GHz. The monopole antenna is aligned with
the Z-axis of the simulation set-up. Next, a cylindrical scan
is executed using the logper-antenna model located 3 m away
from the center of the RSG3000. As this distance is larger than
one wavelength for the entire frequency range of interest, FF-
models can be used in this example. Similar to the convergence
check in computing S-matrices for radiated coupling, also
in case of a cylindrical scan convergence of the results is
monitored. Nφ is increased to 65 in this simulation set-up,
while the number of Z-samples NZ is kept the same as in
previous simulation. Figure 10 shows a cut through the Z = 0
cm plane of the cylindrical scan and a frequency curve of
the received signal at Z = 0 cm and φ = 0◦, or thus in
the direction of the positive X-axis. As expected, these results
clearly show the vertical polarization of a monopole antenna
as well as its low directionality. Table II gives the computation
time for the simulation set-up above. Note that the computation
time can be decreased significantly by truncating the models
prior to starting the simulation or by using FF-models as
explained in Section III-A.

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper has thoroughly outlined an S-parameter formu-
lation for the interaction through radiation between multiple
DUTs. Based on the derivation of a GS-Matrix in part I
[7], the second part has discussed optimized routines that
allow one to efficiently compute arbitrary interactions through
free-space between DUTs. It has clearly been proven that
the routines to derive equivalent S-parameters, representing
radiation, only add minimal computational cost to running
traditional S-parameter simulations. From the observation that,
in many cases, near-field interactions can be accurately com-
puted using SWE based models derived from far-field data,
new guidelines have been given that estimate the number
of modes which ensure converged results when computing
arbitrary interactions. As such, the complex background of
SWE based models can be hidden for any user who wants to
run EM simulations inside an easy-to-use circuit simulation
environment, without experiencing any discomfort due to the
extra computations.

APPENDIX
COMPUTATION OF GAUNT COEFFICIENTS

Gaunt coefficients occur in the expansion of the product
of two ALFs [19]. When only products of ALFs of identical

absolute degree but with opposite signs Pµn (x) and P−µn (x)
are of importance, the Gaunt coefficients become:

a (µ, n,−µ, ν, p) =
2p+ 1

2

∫ 1

−1
Pµn (x)P−µν (x)P 0

p (x) dx

(10)
Using the definition of ALFs with negative degree [20]:

P−mn (x) = (−1)
m (n−m)!

(n+m)!
Pmn (x) (11)

and the definition of normalized ALFs [21]:

P
m

n (x) =

√
2n+ 1

2

(n−m)!

(n+m)!
Pmn (x) (12)

it is possible to formulate the Gaunt coefficients in function
of normalized ALFs:

a (µ, n,−µ, ν, p) = (13)

2 (−1)
µ

√
1

2n+ 1

1

2ν + 1

(n+ µ)!

(n− µ)!

(ν − µ)!

(ν + µ)!

√
2p+ 1

2∫ 1

−1
P
|µ|
n (x)P

|µ|
ν (x)P

0

p (x) dx (14)

Because the factorials in above equation will be canceled in
the computation of the translation vectors, normalized Gaunt
coefficients can be defined as follows:

a (µ, n,−µ, ν, p) =
√

2p+ 1

∫ 1

−1
P
|µ|
n (x)P

|µ|
ν (x)P

0

p (x) dx

(15)
The integrand in Equation (15) will always be a cosine

series. This cosine series is computed in optimal time using
two subsequent convolutions of sine/cosine series. Chebyshev
integration is then used to integrate the cosine series from
which the Gaunt coefficients are directly obtained. Because
the Gaunt coefficients exhibit several symmetries, the Gaunt
coefficients only have to be computed for n = 1 → N ,
ν = 1 → n and µ = 0 → ν. The other coefficients are
obtained using two symmetry relations:

a (µ, n,−µ, ν, p) = a (−µ, ν, µ, n, p)
a (µ, n,−µ, ν, p) = a (−µ, n, µ, ν, p) (16)

Gaunt coefficients with a bandwidth of N = 10, 20 and
30 are computed in 0.9 s, 6.6 s and 28.3 s respectively on a
single 2.1 GHz dual core processor.
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